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The product

Context

High performance scalable cluster

Market
The number and complexity of SCA attack methods are
constantly increasing. In addition to that high-end attacks on
chips and embedded devices are starting to require very
significant data processing time. As a result guaranteeing security
takes more time and time and is delaying development- and
certification processes.
Because of increasing market demands and always challenging
timelines with the introduction of new chips it is important for
manufacturers and test labs to have the most efficient ways to
perform regression and exploratory tests.

State of the art technology
Our approach
We introduce Inspector High Performance Analysis (HPA). A
solution that can automate SCA test scenarios through record
and playback features. In this way you can be sure that well
though test scenarios are executed in exactly the same way. Over
and over again. Inspector HPA can run on a server cluster to offer
maximum scalability. This offers the performance that is needed
to run large sets of automated tests. As it runs on a Linux
operating system it also eases the integration into existing
development environments.

 Optimized hardware package tuned for the best
performance
 Create multiple test scenarios and play back when
needed
 Reduce time needed for analysis from days to hours
 Add computing power for a fixed period of time
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The challenge
it solves

•

Regression testing
Users of Inspector SCA have no automated way to
repeat previous tests for regression testing / QA
testing for new chip products

•

Archiving is time consuming
Archiving the test sequence followed takes a lot of
time for the user since it is largely a manual
process.

•

Skipping tests due to time constraints
In practice users take shortcuts in SCA testing
because they manually execute each attack path,
and are limited by the PC’s processing power.

•

Windows OS not easy to integrate
Inspector SCA runs on Windows O/S which for
many users is hard to integrate into their existing
testing environment.

•

High-end attacks limited by processing
power
Attacks that require e.g. heavy trace alignment and
advanced template analysis take too long for most
users to execute because Inspector SCA’s
scalability is limited to the PC workstation.

Life monitoring of all jobs, visibility of
processor, disk and memory usage
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Unique
features

Automation recording and
cluster control

1. Execute more analysis then before in a fraction
of the time. A scalable setup where multiple
servers can be used gives optimal control over the
computing power needed to be as fast a possible.
2. Reduce manual work and work faster. Record an
playback features enables to create a test scenario
once and run it multiple times without the need for
repetitive actions
3. Automation features will allow you to better
guarantee constant quality because test
scenarios are always executed in exactly the same
way
4. Opposed to Inspector SCA, Inspector HPA runs on
Linux for easy integration in existing development
and testing environments

Runs on Linux

Inspector HPA is only used for
analysis. Acquisition and
pertubation is done with
Inspector SCA or other tooling
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Automation Example
Typical workflow
1. Use record button to start
capturing your scenario
2. To make recording fast, just
use a small part of the trace
set
3. Stop recording to let
Inspector auto generate a
automation user module
4. Adapt the generated module
programmatically when
needed
5. Save the module and use it
from Inspector HPA

3 times first order analysis
with different leakage model
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HPA Server
Specifications
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Please contact Riscure for more information.
You can reach us by email : inforequest@riscure.com,
by phone : +31 15 251 4090 US: +1 650 646 9979
Or on the web: riscure.com.

